Outcome analysis of open fractures of the ankle joint
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Abstract
An open fracture presents with disruption of skin and underlying soft tissues results in a communication between the fracture and outside environment. In the treatment of open fractures, the objectives are to prevent infection, promote fracture healing and prevent complications with restoration of normal function. In our study we have reported an outcome analysis of open fractures of the ankle joint in 23 patients.
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Introduction
Ankle fractures are the second most common lower limb fractures after the hip fractures and they represent 10 % of all fractures with an incidence of around 137 per 100000 persons per year. Around 2% of ankle fractures are open fractures. Injuries around the ankle joint cause destruction of not only the bony architecture but also often the ligamentous and soft tissue components. With Fractures of the ankle, only slight variation from normal is Compatible with good joint function. Hence analyzing their functional and radiological outcome is mandatory.

Aim of the study
To study the functional and radiological outcome of open ankle fractures treated by various modalities.

Materials and Methods
This is a prospective and retrospective study of open ankle fractures conducted at Institute Of Orthopedics And Traumatology, Rggh, Madras Medical College, Chennai-3 between June 2015 to June 2016. Institutional ethical committee clearance obtained for the above study and written informed consent obtained from all patients who were selected according to the following inclusion and exclusion criteria.

Inclusion Criteria
The following open ankle fractures were included in the study
GR I, GRII, GRIIIA & GRIIIB (Gustillo – Anderson) open fractures of
1) Medial malleoli
2) Lateral malleoli
3) Bi malleolar
4) Tri malleolar
5) Ankle dislocations

Exclusion Criteria
The following fractures were excluded
1) GR III C open fractures
2) Associated crush injuries of the foot & Mangled extremities
3) Open distal tibial pilon injuries
4) Talus fractures – which were highly comminuted
Methodology
All the patients who were admitted in the trauma ward are resuscitated as per ATLS protocol. Patients were stabilized and revived from hemodynamic shock if present with administration of iv fluids and blood if needed.
Complete examination of the injured extremity done following resuscitation and assessment of open wound grading and nature of contamination noted. Immediately a preliminary wound wash given with normal saline in the emergency room itself and sterile dressing applied. All patients were then administered with a dose of cephalosporin (inj. Cefotaxime 1 g iv) and if the contamination and the grade of open wound is more, aminoglycoside (inj. amikacin) and inj. metronidazole were added. Tetanus prophylaxis given and if the wound is highly contaminated inj. Anti tetanus immunoglobulins administered immediately.
After the initial resuscitation and evaluation, a complete trauma evaluation done with a routine trauma series radiography (x rays of cervical spine, chest, pelvis with both hips, abdomen, lumbar & dorsal spine taken) in addition to the x ray of the involved extremity. After examining the x rays of the ankle (AP, Lateral and mortice views) if needed, a CT scan of the ankle is taken.
Patients then completely evaluated with all routine blood investigations and prepared for emergency wound debridement and skeletal stabilization.
We did Open reduction and internal fixation with cancellous screws and 1/3 tubular plate for all Gr I open fractures. Gr II fractures were managed with ORIF or external fixation with internal fixation depending upon the wound status.
Gr III A & GR III B fractures were managed with minimal internal fixation and external fixation or external fixation alone check radiographs were taken.
Patients were managed in ward with routine inspection of the wound status and antibiotics continued for prescribed time. If a wound shows any signs of infection a culture is taken and antibiotics changed according to the sensitivity reports. Depending upon the wound status, a split thickness skin graft (SSG) or flap cover done if needed.
The discharged patients were followed up at 3 weeks, 6 weeks and 2 months. During the follow up the wound status and fracture healing status assessed and external fixators removed if the wound has healed and patients were put on below knee casts for 3 to 4 weeks.
Patients functional outcome analysed with Olerud and molander ankle score (OMS), Baird and Jackson ankle score and AOFAS (American orthopedic foot and ankle society) scores.

Results and Observation
The observations and results from our study as follows
- The common age group who presents with open ankle fractures belong to middle age group followed by older age
- Open ankle fractures predominant in male (87%) compared to female (13%)
- The most common cause in our study is road traffic accidents (69%), followed by self fall (13%) and fall from height (13%)
- Majority of the patients presents as Gr III A open fractures ( gustilo – Anderson ) 43.5 % followed by GR III B open fractures ( 30.4%) and bi malleolar fractures are common (60.9%)
- Based on the observations of the Lauge – Hansen and AO/OTA classifications, supination external rotation type 4 (SER 4) and type 44a2 (AO) are more prevalent.
- 34% of the patients required the plastic procedures in the form of SSG & flap cover and 39 % wounds healed with secondary intention.
- Outcome analysis based on olerud molander score 61% of patients show good results and 39% patients show fair results.
- Based on baird – Jackson scoring system 69.67% patients show poor results as this criteria includes radiological criteria in to the scoring. 13% of patients show good results and 17% show fair results.
- AOFAS (American orthopedic foot and ankle society score) – out come score shows 73% patients with good results and 26% with poor results.
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Discussion

In our study of 23 patients with open fractures of the ankle, the mean age is 41.74 years. In a study of epidemiology of ankle fractures by Charles M Court-Brown et al the mean age group was 45 years. In the 3-year study period, 1,500 ankle fractures were treated in the Edinburgh Orthopaedic Trauma Unit.

In our study male patients are predominantly involved (87%) and the most common cause being road traffic accidents (69.6%), followed by self fall (13%) and fall from height (13%).

The epidemiology appears to be varying with time: Between 1950 and 1980 an increase in incidence amongst younger males and elderly females was seen – BENIGNER et al (Acta orthop scandinavia).

However more recently the incidence amongst younger males has appeared to remain static whilst the increase in elderly women has continued- THUR CK et al (epidemiology of ankle fractures – Acta orthop 2012) [39] & KOVAL KJ et al (J orthop trauma 2005) [40].

The mechanism of injury has also changed with a reduction in fractures occurring because of severe trauma between 1950 and 1980 and a concomitant increase in the proportion of fractures caused by sporting activity in males.

The already high incidence of ankle fractures is increasing sharply in line with the ageing demographic of most Western populations. Kannus et al. reported an increase of 319% in the overall annual number of low-energy ankle fractures in elderly patients admitted to hospital over the three decades between 1970 and 2000. From this data they predicted that the number of low-energy ankle fractures could be expected to triple by 2030. They forecast a higher rate of increase in females.

The epidemiology of the specific fracture patterns does however vary. Patients with an AO/OTA type C fracture more commonly sustain their injury because of a fall from a height or a motor vehicle accident than patients with AO/OTA type A or B fractures in which the most common cause is a simple fall – COURT BROWN CM et al.

In our study RTA is the predominant mode of injury with AO fracture types 44a2 and 44 b2 more prevalent followed by 44c1.

With regard to the grade of open fractures, we get more number of GR III A open fractures (43.5%) and GRIII B fractures (30.4%) than GR 1 (8.7%) and GRII (17.4%) fractures, since our institute is the tertiary care referral centre. This is also attributed the increase in the number of high vlocity road traffic accidents. UMRAZ KHAN et al (Management of Severe Open Ankle Injuries) – “If the viability cannot be guaranteed and there are other impediments to wound healing (e.g., diabetes, high alcohol intake, intravenous drug abuse), one should delay internal fixation until the skin has declared itself to be viable.”

All the fractures were debrided and skeletal stabilisation done within 24 hours, most common method of fixation in our study (47.8%), ankle spanning external fixation with k wires (minimal internal fixation). The wound healing is by secondary intention 39.1% of cases, and a plastic procedure in the form of SSG or Flap cover needed in 34.3% of cases. Internal fixation was done in 21.7% cases (5 cases) – GR I – 2 cases and GR III – 3 cases.

The functional outcome shows 69.1% good results and 39.1 % fair results (OMAS score) and 13% good, 17.4% fair, 69.6% poor (baird jackson score) and 73.1% good and 26.1% poor results (AOFAS score), in which baird jackson score includes radiological parameters also in scoring.

The incidence of PTOA has been reported as high as 70%; with rotational AF being the most common cause - HORISBERGER M et al (J Orthop Trauma 2009; 23:60.7.) It occurs following a failure of restoration of normal anatomy due to mal/nonunion and is the most common indication for ankle arthrodesis. When there is a significant displacement, anatomical reduction is more likely to be achieved through surgical means thus reducing long term risk of developing PTOA. This is especially true in cases of the lateral talar dislocationwhere 1 mm displacement has been shown to reduce the tibio. talar contact area by an average of 42% resulting in peak loads - RAMSEY PL et al (J Bone Joint Surg Am 1976;58:356.7.) [22-24].

It has been shown the latency time between injury and developing end.stage ankle OA is 20.9 years. Given the high incidence of AF in young patients, ankle arthrodesis in middle age patients is a very real consequence of PTOA. A patient journey to arthrodesis involves chronic pain leading to functional impairment, both of which significantly contribute to morbidity.

In our study arthritic changes observed in 40 % of patients. So far we have not done ankle arthrodesis in our patients.

Conclusion

The complexity of the open ankle fractures warrents treatment by orthopaedic surgeons who are experienced in this fractures.
Emergency wound debridement, adequate wound management, rigid skeletal stabilisation improves the outcome significantly.

Open reduction and internal fixation in GR I and GRII open ankle fractures results in excellent patient outcome.

GR III open fractures managed with external fixation and minimal internal fixation provides better results compared with external fixation alone emphasising on rigid internal fixation in the management of these fractures.
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